For Developers

Work smarter, not harder.

Rely on our in-depth platform as your single source for evaluating development opportunities, from site selection to permit status to construction’s end. We continually monitor thousands of power plant, transmission, and natural gas projects in the United States and Canada to keep you up to date on the latest developments.

Not all information is important – some of it is vital.

Let our platform do the heavy lifting. Review consolidated project tracking and M&A, state and federal regulatory restrictions.

Get to the essential project tracking and M&A details faster.

When it comes to M&A transactions, power plant developers need to know where each project stands in the development process, and which other developers are building in the area. With our platform, reduce time spent targeting projects with the most investment potential from days to minutes.

Determine which markets can support new investment. Quickly identify target projects in markets with the best investment prospects by reviewing:

Project Tracking and Transactions:
- Details on every power plant unit in operation above 1 MW, including project status, costs, completion dates, and contract data.
- The most up-to-date status and details on dozens of projects that are audited daily.
- The supply and demand needs of each region by quickly reviewing regional summaries to identify over and under supplied regions.
- Transaction prices by analyzing power plant transactions by fuel type and region or $/kW transaction value.

Power Forecasts:
- Valuate energy assets with 20-year market indicative power curves.
- Get an unbiased view of current and forward natural gas and power prices, current, forward and forecasted coal prices, and current and forward emission prices.

Whether you’re buying or selling, get a holistic view.

When considering acquisition targets, examine the financial viability of other businesses in an effective, confidential manner. Review analyst presentations, regulatory financials, SEC financials, and unit-level asset operations.

Act quickly when breaking news changes the M&A landscape with real-time articles from our Energy-focused news team. With weekly and daily summaries, you don’t have to miss a beat.

Trust the data. Act with confidence.

We are so passionate about delivering the highest possible degree of quality that we offer $50 rewards to clients who identify a verified mistake or omission in our data.*
About S&P Global Market Intelligence

S&P Global Market Intelligence integrates financial and industry data, research, and news into tools that help track performance, generate alpha, identify investment ideas, understand competitive and industry dynamics, perform valuation, and assess risk.